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INTRODUCTION

Hardly a social problem exists that has not been attributed to the breakdown of the American family, and hardly has there been a time in American history when this has not been true. Today, a decline in “family values” is blamed for crime, drug use, low educational achievement, poverty, and probably in some circles, for the weather. The solution to these problems, the theory goes, is to save the family, and the way to save the family is to make it harder to get divorced.

In some states, conservative lawmakers are charging to the rescue. They propose a concept called “covenant marriage,” a sort of “marriage deluxe” that would be slightly harder to enter and much harder to exit than a “regular” marriage. Their goal is to reduce the divorce rate by preventing bad marriages before they begin and by restricting divorce once a couple is married. In July 1997, Louisiana became the first state to pass a covenant marriage bill.¹ This Note assesses the likely effectiveness of such a measure. It concludes that marriages are better made in the human heart than in the statehouse halls.

Part I of this Note reviews the evolution of American divorce law to provide an historical context for the current movement to reform those laws. As one product of this new reform movement, the covenant marriage proposal itself is described in detail. In an effort to evaluate whether new restrictions on divorce will improve social conditions, the current, less restrictive scheme of no-fault divorce is analyzed to determine whether it has been responsible for adverse social consequences. Specifically, this Note considers the impact of no-fault divorce laws on the well-being of children and spouses, on the post-divorce finances of women, and on the divorce rate. A brief attempt is made to explore the factors that contribute to successful marriages. Against this backdrop, covenant marriage legislation is inspected to determine whether it will succeed in achieving its social objectives. Finally, this Note recommends alternative approaches.

I. HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF DIVORCE LAW

During the Colonial period of American history, the family was an integral part of a hierarchically organized, interdependent society, and the family owed duties and obligations to the community.² In order for men to fulfill their duty to maintain a well-governed home, they were vested with control over the
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household’s inhabitants and property. Women and children were subordinate and dependent. Under the law, husbands and wives were treated as one person, and the husband assumed all of the wife’s legal rights. Divorce, where available, required an act of the legislature, and even divorce from bed and board (a form of legal separation) was rare. This does not mean, however, that marriages always remained intact. The most common solutions to marital breakdown were adultery and desertion.

Unlike the Old World, however, America offered abundant land, commercial opportunities, and demographic patterns which began to effect changes in the concept of family. Individuals resisted community and family demands that restricted their personal choices. Women gained more social and economic freedom and their legal rights increased, as represented by the availability of divorce in some colonies.

In the Post-Revolutionary era, the family evolved from a public to a private institution. The law began to regard the family as a separate, self-regulating body composed of individuals with their own rights and identities. Affection, not status, became the basis for marriage, which was viewed as contractual in nature, arising from the consent of both parties and capable of being dissolved. Gender roles within the family became specialized; husbands were responsible for supporting the family, wives for maintaining the home.

Reflecting the more emotional and intimate nature of marriage, the Nineteenth Century brought a steady rise in the number of divorces, increasing at a rate of more than seventy percent per year by the end of the century. In 1867, 9937 divorces were granted in the United States; by 1900, 55,000 couples divorced each year. Restrictive divorce laws failed to stem the tide. Reformers spoke of a “crisis in the family,” and “critics warned that divorce and desertion, male licentiousness, and women’s rights threatened the very fabric of the republic... An overemphasis on personal welfare and private satisfaction
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was, they held, a menace to social cohesion because it fostered excessive individualism and self-indulgence."20

During the period between the Revolution and the end of the Nineteenth Century, courtroom divorce gradually replaced legislative divorce, first in the northern states and later in the South.21 Under the new laws, divorce was an adversarial process in which one spouse had to prove that the other was at fault, usually for adultery, desertion, cruelty, or drunkenness.22 Over two-thirds of all divorce actions were filed by wives.23

Although the divorce statutes were strict, between the mid-Nineteenth and mid-Twentieth Centuries, the law and practice of divorce diverged.24 Couples managed to obtain “consensual” divorces, although the statutes allowed no such thing.25 The primary mechanisms of consensual divorce were collusion and perjury.26 In New York, for example, where adultery was the only allowable ground for divorce, “divorce rings” flourished.27 Enterprising entrepreneurs manufactured adultery for couples in the market for divorce by staging compromising hotel room scenes, complete with “actresses” who would appear in court and “testify they knew the husband in the case, blush, cry, and then leave the rest to the judge."28 In states that allowed more relaxed grounds for divorce, such as abandonment and cruelty, these were by far the most popular grounds, and most of these divorces were uncontested.29 By 1959, cruelty was the ground in half of this country’s divorces, and desertion accounted for another twenty-five percent.30 Still another option was to travel to “divorce mills”—states popular among freedom-seeking visitors for their permissive divorce laws.31

In 1969, California enacted the nation’s first no-fault divorce law, recognizing divorce as the result of factual marital breakdown.32 California’s new no-fault ground for divorce was “irreconcilable differences, which have caused the irremediable breakdown of the marriage.”33 The first version of the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, promulgated in 1970, also provided for no-
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fault divorce. 34 By 1985, all fifty states had enacted some form of no-fault divorce laws. 35 The primary goal of these laws was to eliminate a showing of fault as a requirement for divorce, thereby reducing the adversarial practices that fault had fostered. 36 Other purposes for abolishing fault grounds included eliminating collusion and perjury—which compromised the integrity of the legal system—closing the gap between the law as written and the law as applied, and reflecting changes in conceptions of marital breakdown. 37 No-fault divorce laws were passed, not to change divorce radically, but to bring the law into step with current practice.38

II. THE “NEW” DIVORCE REFORM MOVEMENT

Divorce law critics loudly and frequently attack the grounds for divorce. Widespread dissatisfaction with the accomplishments of divorce law and with divorce policy form the context of this criticism. It is asserted by many that divorces are far too numerous in our society, that they undermine the foundations of family life, that they generate instability throughout society, and that they leave an ever-increasing proportion of American children without the security and affection of a united family, thereby producing juvenile delinquency, truancy, and a variety of psychological ills.39

These words could have been plucked from the pages of a current periodical. Instead, they were written in 1971 and describe the deep discontent that then existed regarding the country’s fault-based divorce laws and high rate of divorce.40 The legal reforms born of this discontent resulted in the current system of no-fault divorce.
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Today, a new movement is underway to reduce the number of divorces. In this movement, no-fault divorce is the culprit. Modern reformists are fueling a backlash against no-fault divorce and spawning proposals to toughen states’ divorce laws.  

Proponents of restrictive divorce laws blame no-fault divorce primarily for three conditions: the availability of “unilateral” divorce, the rise in the divorce rates, and the high social costs exacted by divorce. First, they object to the practice of unilateral divorce (divorce at the request of one spouse, without the consent of the other), which they equate with no-fault divorce. In fact, unilateral no-fault divorce is not available in some states. Even so, this criticism is curious. Fault-based divorce laws, to which the critics of no-fault divorce seek to return, did not permit consensual divorce. Rather, the statutes provided for unilateral divorce only, with an innocent spouse obtaining a divorce from a guilty spouse. “The mere mention of permitting divorce by consent evoke[d] strong resistance, not only from adherents of the traditional notions that divorce should be awarded to the innocent spouse alone, but also from the reformers.” Couples desiring a consensual divorce, but lacking any of the necessary grounds, contrived to circumvent the laws and manufacture grounds.  

In a confused twist of logic, today’s reformists, who would permit divorce only by mutual consent (if then), and who loathe the concept of unilateral divorce, are seeking to return to a system where unilateral divorce was the only sanctioned course. A more basic question is whether unilateral divorce is improper at all.

Even in those statistically rare cases in which one party seeks a divorce and the other resists, it is difficult to see what evidence a court could rely upon to hold that the marriage had not broken down. Marriage is a relationship between two people, and if one of those people is
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determined that it shall not continue, this would seem to be plain evidence that the relationship had broken down.48

Another argument against prohibiting unilateral divorce is the principle that no marriage should be maintained without the consent of both spouses, just as no marriage can be created without the consent of both bride and groom.49

The other two major conditions for which critics blame the current divorce laws are that the laws have caused an increase in the divorce rate and that the laws have resulted in unacceptably high social costs. Reformers urge that divorce must be made more difficult because of the sizable costs that it exacts, financially and psychologically, on women and children.50 Each of these concerns is addressed in detail in later sections of this Note.51

III. COVENANT MARRIAGE

Proposals to reform no-fault divorce laws have been introduced in a majority of states.52 One version of these proposals is the “covenant marriage.” Covenant marriage legislation is intended to counteract no-fault divorce’s perceived effect on the divorce rate and on children by allowing couples to choose a stricter form of marriage.53 Some variety of covenant marriage legislation has been considered
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in twenty states (Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, California, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia). In July 1997, Louisiana became the first state to allow couples to opt for a covenant marriage.

The Louisiana law requires couples who choose a covenant marriage to undergo premarital counseling and to include a declaration of their intent to enter into a covenant marriage with their application for a marriage license. The bases for dissolving a covenant marriage mirror fault-based grounds for divorce. Under a covenant marriage, a “non-breaching” spouse may be granted a divorce only if the other spouse has committed one of the following specific acts: (1) adultery; (2) commission of a felony and sentence to death or imprisonment at hard labor; (3) abandonment for at least one year; (4) physical or sexual abuse

of the spouse or a child of one of the spouses; or (5) continuous physical separation of at least two years. 76 Divorce also may be granted following a one-year legal separation if there are no minor children of the marriage or if the ground for the separation was abuse; the minimum separation period is eighteen months if there are minor children. 77 However, legal separation itself is available only upon a showing of one of the grounds required for divorce or “habitual intemperance of the other spouse, or excesses, cruel treatment, or outrages of the other spouse, if such habitual intemperance, or such ill-treatment is of such a nature as to render their living together insupportable.” 78 Regardless of the ground, couples must undergo counseling before obtaining a divorce or legal separation. 79

In order to gain passage, the Louisiana law was weakened in several respects during the legislative process. As originally drafted, physical or sexual abuse would not have been grounds for divorce, but only for legal separation. 80 The grounds for legal separation also were expanded to include habitual intemperance or excesses, cruel treatment, or outrages. 81 The state Attorney General’s Office was required to develop a pamphlet for couples, explaining the distinctions between covenant marriage and regular marriage. 82 Perhaps most significantly, the bill was amended to allow couples to divorce after living apart continuously for two years—essentially no-fault divorce with a waiting period. 83

The covenant marriage law in Louisiana, like similar efforts in other states, is the product of a political movement involving conservative Christian groups. The bill’s author, State Representative Tony Perkins, holds degrees from the Reverend Jerry Falwell’s Liberty University and is a longtime Christian and a member of the Promise Keepers, an evangelical men’s movement. 84 All of those who appeared in support of the bill in a Louisiana House committee and who identified an affiliation with a particular group were members of Christian religious organizations. 85 Some see the law as legislating Biblical grounds for divorce. 86 The reaction of Louisiana’s religious institutions, therefore, has been quite surprising. Initially, it appeared that Louisiana’s churches would
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encourage, if not require, couples to choose covenant marriage.\textsuperscript{87} Indeed, the state’s Southern Baptist churches generally have been supportive.\textsuperscript{88} Catholic, Episcopal, Jewish, and Methodist leaders, however, have been reserved.\textsuperscript{89} Louisiana’s Catholic bishops, for example, chose not to endorse covenant marriage because of the requirement that premarital counseling include an explanation of the law’s higher standards for divorce, a subject that the Catholic Church will not explore.\textsuperscript{90}

Proponents of covenant marriage stress that their proposals simply provide couples with a choice between “regular” marriage and a more committed form.\textsuperscript{91} The practical nature of this choice has yet to be determined. During the debate over the covenant marriage bill in Louisiana, some predicted that real “choice” would be nonexistent. Couples would be shamed into choosing covenant marriage for fear of appearing uncommitted to their mate, or the more restrictive covenant marriages would be chosen in a haze of idealistic premarital bliss.\textsuperscript{92} In fact, few couples have chosen covenant marriages since the law went into effect.\textsuperscript{93} In the first month in which covenant marriage licenses were available, only twenty-six covenant marriage licenses were issued, out of approximately 3000 total marriage licenses.\textsuperscript{94} The discussion of choice, however, avoids the obvious: Couples have choice without covenant marriage legislation. Couples already may, and do, make choices about their level of commitment to their marriages, just as couples make choices about having children or buying a home. No authorizing statute is required.
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IV. THE IMPACT OF NO-FAULT DIVORCE

Covenant marriage is proposed to reduce the harm caused by divorce, and in particular, by no-fault divorce. The targeted “harms” include the effects of divorce on children and spouses, the relationship between no-fault divorce and the financial status of women, and the impact of no-fault divorce on the divorce rate.

A. On Children

Scholars differ about the precise effects of divorce on children, but the weight of the evidence suggests that children suffer the consequences of their parents’ estrangement. Covenant marriage proponents’ loudest cry is for the need to protect children from this harm by restricting access to divorce.

In 1989, Judith Wallerstein and Sandra Blakeslee published their landmark book, Second Chances, in which they followed sixty divorced families in California over a period of fifteen years.95 In their book, Wallerstein and Blakeslee chronicled in gripping detail and for the first time the traumatic effects of divorce on children, both at the time of divorce and throughout later life. They concluded, “[d]ivorce is a wrenching experience for many adults and almost all children. It is almost always more devastating for children than for their parents.”96 The effects were felt by all age groups. Preschool children suffered problems with separation; had trouble settling down or sleeping; resumed earlier behaviors such as thumb-sucking, bedwetting, or attachment to security objects; and became cranky, sad, and withdrawn.97 Children aged five through eight experienced feelings of loss, rejection, guilt, and loyalty conflicts, and many suffered declines in school performance.98 Nine- to twelve-year-olds felt anger, grief, anxiety, and loneliness, and sometimes exhibited somatic symptoms, delinquent behavior, and drops in school performance.99 Adolescents were at particular risk, dealing with rejection and anxiety resulting from the collapse of their family structure just at the time that they are exploring their own sense of identity.100

Wallerstein and Blakeslee’s study has been criticized for its lack of a control group and for its failure to consider the psychological adjustment of the children in the study prior to their parents’ divorce.101 However, other studies also have found that divorce has harmful effects on children. Children of divorce have an increased risk of disruptive disorders, anxiety disorders, and attention deficit
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hyperactivity disorders compared to children from intact families, regardless of the child’s pre-divorce temperament or adjustment.\footnote{102} Preschool children exposed to parental separation are more vulnerable to disruptive behavior problems and mood disorders, and children exposed to parental separation after age ten show increased risk of substance abuse.\footnote{103} Divorce affects children’s self-esteem,\footnote{104} and young adult children of divorced parents experience more problems with submission and overcontrol.\footnote{105} In addition, the probability of attending college is lower for children from disrupted families than for those whose parents remain together.\footnote{106} Some of the behavior problems observed in children of divorce appear to be linked to a decline in economic circumstances.\footnote{107}

Some researchers have discovered that it is other factors in a child’s life, rather than the divorce itself, that increases the risk of psychological problems. As Wallerstein and Blakeslee pointed out:

Divorce is not an event that stands alone in children’s or adults’ experience. It is a continuum that begins in the unhappy marriage and extends through the separation, the divorce, and any remarriages and second divorces. Divorce is not the culprit; it may be no more than one of the many experiences that occur in this broad continuum.\footnote{108}

This body of research suggests that many children’s problems previously associated with divorce actually are “present many years before the marital disruption”\footnote{109} and that “exposure to these conditions may compromise children’s economic, social, and psychological well-being in later life whether or not a separation takes place.”\footnote{110} According to one leading study:

[T]he evidence suggests that much of the effect of divorce on children can be predicted by conditions that existed well before the separation
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occurred. . . . [T]hose concerned with the effects of divorce on children should consider reorienting their thinking. At least as much attention needs to be paid to the processes that occur in troubled, intact families as to the trauma that children suffer after their parents separate.\textsuperscript{111}

These studies warn that “failure to take into account the family processes and individual characteristics that lead up to marital dissolution may misrepresent or at least overstate the cost of divorce to children.”\textsuperscript{112}

The quality of the parents’ marriage deserves particular attention. Several studies have determined that marital quality and parental conflict, not divorce, influence children’s adjustment.\textsuperscript{113} One such study found that if conflict between parents is relatively low, children are worse off in early adulthood if their parents divorce, but if conflict between parents is high, children are better off if their parents divorced than if they remained married.\textsuperscript{114}

While these studies focus on the precise cause of the social or emotional difficulties children of divorce experienced, a sizable body of scholarship reveals few or no differences between children whose parents have divorced and children of intact families. Divorce has been found to have negligible socio-emotional effects on adolescents,\textsuperscript{115} teens from divorced families have been found to be just as well-adjusted as teens from intact families,\textsuperscript{116} and young adults from divorced and intact families have been found to exhibit few significant differences.\textsuperscript{117} One study found that marital disruption increased boys’ behavioral problems but had no effect on girls’ behavioral problems.\textsuperscript{118} Regarding later adult relationships, young adults indicate a desire for and strong commitment to marriage, regardless of their parents’ marital status,\textsuperscript{119} and adult children from divorced and intact
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families show no difference in their own marital quality. 120

B. On Spouses

Divorce is commonly associated with various forms of psychological and physical distress, leaving the impression that divorced people are unhappier and unhealthier than their married counterparts. For instance, according to William Galston, University of Maryland professor and former assistant to President Clinton for domestic policy, divorced men are twice as likely to die from heart disease, stroke, hypertension, and cancer as married men. 121 A divorced woman’s risk of dying from cancer is two to three times higher than the risk for a married woman. 122

Research, however, reveals a subtler relationship: It is social attachment, not marital status, that affects a person’s well-being. 123 The presence or absence of a partner does have an impact on distress, but the presence or absence of a marriage does not. 124 Similarly, it is the lack of social and economic support that produces the negative consequences of divorce on individuals, not the fact of divorce itself. 125 Finally,

[although social attachments are associated with low depression levels, on average, negative social attachments are worse than none. People who report that their relationships are unhappy, that they often consider leaving their spouse or partner, and that they would like to change many aspects of their relationship have higher distress levels than people without partners. It is better to have no relationship than to be in a bad relationship. 126

C. On the Financial Status of Women

Divorce exacts a serious economic toll on women and children, but no-fault divorce laws do not exacerbate the problem. In a pioneering study, Lenore Weitzman found that in the first year after divorce, men experience an average of a forty-two percent increase in their standard of living, while women experience a seventy-three percent decline. 127 This study launched a critical evaluation of the nation’s no-fault divorce laws. The reasons that Weitzman cited for this disparity included the inadequacy of financial awards granted to
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women at divorce, the greater demands placed on women’s limited resources after divorce, and the discrepancy between former husbands’ and wives’ earning power.128

However, Richard Peterson, of the Social Science Research Council, has shown that Weitzman’s results were in error,129 as even Weitzman now admits.130 Peterson’s analysis indicates that the rise in men’s standard of living after divorce is ten percent, and the decline in women’s standard of living is twenty-seven percent.131 This, of course, still represents a significant gap in the financial status of men and women after divorce, but Peterson asserts that the introduction of no-fault divorce did not increase the gender gap.132 Other studies similarly have shown that no-fault divorce laws have little impact on the economic circumstances of women after divorce133 and that fault-based divorce laws do not protect divorced women against the economic hardship of divorce.134 Despite the lower standard of living that women face after divorce, throughout American history women have filed the majority of divorce actions.135

D. On the Divorce Rate

There is no clear evidence that no-fault divorce has had any effect on the divorce rate in this country. One of the concerns most frequently cited in support of covenant marriage proposals is the need to take action to reduce the nation’s high divorce rate.136 According to this view, the divorce rate has increased as a result of no-fault divorce, so rolling back no-fault divorce laws will stem the tide in the divorce rate.

Divorces in America began increasing in the Nineteenth Century.137 By the first half of this century, the divorce rate was relatively stable, ranging between
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2.1 and 2.6 divorces per thousand population. 138 The trend that troubles policymakers is the steady rise in the divorce rate that began in 1967. 139 Between 1967 and 1981, the divorce rate more than doubled, growing from 2.6 per thousand population in 1967 to 5.3 per thousand population in 1981. 140

There is much debate about why this increase occurred. Some, including those who seek to promote covenant marriage, argue that the growth in the divorce rate was the result of no-fault divorce. Others cite different factors, such as women’s entrance into the workforce, which granted women greater social and economic independence, and cultural change, such as increased individualism and greater expectations of marriage. As support for these sociological explanations for the increase in the divorce rate, many point to the fact that this latest rise in divorce began before California enacted the first no-fault divorce law.

Researchers have attempted to demonstrate empirically whether no-fault divorce laws affected the divorce rate. The results are inconclusive. Most studies have found no effect, 141 while some have found a limited effect, 142 and some have found a significant positive effect. 143 Perhaps the most conclusive proof is time. Since 1981, the divorce rate in America has been declining, down to 4.6 divorces per thousand population in 1994, the lowest rate since 1974. 144

V. Why Marriages Last

If one desires to focus attention on reducing the harmful effects of divorce, one must attempt to uncover what makes some marriages successful. Although to some, “success” simply may mean years of marriage, here the term will be expanded to encompass happiness in marriage. The secret formula remains elusive, but certain ingredients appear to be important.
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Since completing their compelling study of divorced couples and their children, Wallerstein and Blakeslee have tackled a different subject in their recent book *The Good Marriage*. As the title suggests, the authors interviewed fifty couples in an attempt to discover common attributes of successful marriages. As a result of their research, Wallerstein and Blakeslee identify nine tasks that couples must address in order to build and maintain a happy marriage. Describing these tasks as building blocks, the authors observe that “[i]f the issues represented by each psychological task are not addressed, the marriage is likely to fail, whether the couple divorces or remains legally married.” The nine tasks described by Wallerstein and Blakeslee are: (1) complete the transition into adulthood by detaching from the family of origin (or in a second marriage, from the former spouse), committing emotionally to the new partner and relationship, and building new connections with extended families; (2) build togetherness and unity while carving out areas of autonomy; (3) maintain a balance between the responsibilities of parenthood and nurturing the adults’ relationship; (4) manage challenge and adversity in ways that strengthen rather than weaken the relationship; (5) make the relationship a safe place for expressing conflict, disagreement, and anger; (6) maintain a pleasurable and fulfilling sexual relationship; (7) include laughter and humor; (8) provide emotional nurturance and encouragement; and (9) draw on the images and joy of the early relationship and combine those with a realistic perspective of the present. Another study, consisting of fifty-seven couples who had been married between twenty-five and forty-six years, found similar answers to the question of what makes marriages thrive.
Other research has looked at the impact of specific factors on marital quality. A sampling of that research confirms that daily behaviors and exchanges between spouses, spouses’ conflict resolution styles, health problems, and socioeconomics, among other factors, all may influence marital satisfaction. Interestingly, attitudes toward divorce do not seem related to marital disruption.

VI. ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To analyze the potential effectiveness of the new covenant marriage proposals, it is important to identify the specific goals which the proposals seek to achieve. These goals include: lowering the divorce rate, returning to fault grounds for divorce, requiring a waiting period before a no-fault divorce can be granted, requiring counseling, and improving the economics for women and children. The following analysis addresses the likely impact of covenant marriage on each of these goals, and suggests other recommendations for achieving them.

A. Goal: Lower the Divorce Rate

If covenant marriage is proposed as a means simply to bring down the rate of divorce in America by rolling back no-fault divorce, the proponents of covenant marriage have missed the mark. The evidence that no-fault divorce has had any effect on the divorce rate is, at best, inconclusive and suggests that no-fault divorce laws were not the cause of the latest rise in the divorce rate observed from the late 1960s through the early 1980s. In fact, the trend is not limited to the United States. “[I]n all Western countries where divorce is permitted, divorce rates have risen steadily over the [past hundred years], have fluctuated following each of the world wars, and have accelerated from sometime in the 1960s or early 1970s until the early 1980s.” Furthermore, in recent years, divorce rates in this country have been decreasing on their own, suggesting that legislative intervention, even if effective, is unnecessary.
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Divorce is a complicated function of many socioeconomic and cultural factors. In the final paragraph of his book on the history of divorce over the last thousand years of Western culture, Roderick Phillips concludes:

[M]arriage stability, marriage breakdown, and divorce cannot be understood in isolation from their social context. It is fundamentally misleading and pointless to interpret the increase in marriage breakdown and divorce as evidence of the decline of matrimonial commitment or domestic morality. Marriage is integral to broad social, economic, demographic, and cultural processes, and it is entirely futile to expect marriage to remain constant or to have a consistent social meaning while social structures, economic relationships, demographic patterns, and cultural configurations have undergone the massive changes of the past centuries. If this book has shown anything, it is that divorce and marriage breakdown have their place in the history of Western society. Yet although we can isolate them as themes for particular study, they cannot be analyzed or understood without reference to the many broader facets of historical change.\textsuperscript{167}

Several recent historical conditions may contribute to divorce in today’s society. The most obvious and frequently cited factor in the latter half of the Twentieth Century is the dramatic entrance of women, and married women in particular, into the labor market.\textsuperscript{168} This factor alone has wrought enormous change in the concept of marriage and in the marital relationship. Employment can raise women’s self-esteem, economic independence, and sense of alternatives outside of marriage. Employment of both spouses also creates pressure and stress within the family. Traditional gender roles, in which the husband was the breadwinner and the wife was responsible for maintaining the home and caring for the children, are utterly shattered.\textsuperscript{169} During the same time that the family structure was responding to these massive changes, individuals’ expectations of emotional fulfillment from marriage increased.\textsuperscript{170}

Changing the law to make divorce more difficult to obtain will not address any of these cultural challenges to marriage. As history has shown, restricting access to divorce as a means to reduce the divorce rate may be no more than an empty exercise. “[P]revailing customs and peoples’ immediate wants can totally thwart and not just partly circumvent laws enacting morality.”\textsuperscript{171} While attitudes toward divorce have changed in the last several decades,\textsuperscript{172} an individual’s attitude toward divorce does not make him or her more or less likely to
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Furthermore, current divorce rhetoric does couples an injustice. The “easy” divorce is lamented, resulting in proposals to make divorce more difficult. For the vast majority of couples, there is no such thing as an easy divorce, no matter what the controlling law. “The moment when it first becomes apparent that one’s marriage was a mistake is the beginning of probably the longest, darkest period in the human lifetime.”

B. Goal: Return to Fault Grounds for Divorce

Under Louisiana’s new covenant marriage law, divorce may be obtained by an “innocent” spouse if the other spouse has committed acts of adultery, felony, abandonment, or physical or sexual abuse. These are similar to the grounds found in divorce statutes during the 1960s. The reintroduction of fault-based grounds into the legal scheme of divorce is especially troubling. Such a suggestion belies either a lack of understanding or a conscious disregard of history. First, history has shown that even under a fault-based system of divorce, divorce rates rose. Second, the recent transition to no-fault divorce should serve as a reminder that it was the serious and increasingly unacceptable shortcomings of fault-based divorce that led to the development of no-fault divorce in the first place. Third, the requirement of proof of fault in a divorce proceeding by an “innocent” spouse against a “guilty” spouse reflects a characterization of spousal relationships that was outmoded thirty years ago and is hardly recognizable today. In a 1964 article describing the need to replace fault grounds in divorce, a University of Colorado law professor observed:

> [t]he matrimonial offenses which are listed as grounds for divorce are not usually the basic psychological causes of marital failure, but more often are either symptoms of that failure, or are pretexts for escaping from the problems of marriage. Thus, the offense alleged should be seen as only one symptom of a larger problem—the overall disintegration of the marriage. The responsibility for the breakdown of the marriage is frequently shared by both spouses; hence, the present legal theory that one spouse is guilty and the other innocent is unrealistic.

Perhaps the most striking indictment of a return to fault grounds for divorce comes from the fact that many of the most outspoken and harshest critics of divorce and its consequences oppose a return to fault. Barbara Dafoe Whitehead, who gained popularity with conservatives for her Atlantic Monthly article entitled
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Dan Quayle Was Right\textsuperscript{180} and who also has authored a highly critical book entitled The Divorce Culture,\textsuperscript{181} argues that ending no-fault divorce will only add to the damage of divorce.\textsuperscript{182} A return to fault-based grounds for divorce will increase the costs of divorce actions, draining the pool of marital assets available to women and children, and will intensify the pain for children as their parents attribute blame for their breakup.\textsuperscript{183} Whitehead concludes that “[n]o-fault laws didn’t create the divorce culture. The divorce rate began to go up nearly a decade before states adopted them. Repealing the no-fault system isn’t the way to bring it back down.”\textsuperscript{184} Wallerstein and Blakeslee, in their book on the long-term consequences of divorce on former spouses and children, wrote:

Our findings do not support those who would turn back the clock. As family issues are flung to the center of our political arena, nostalgic voices from the right argue for a return to a time when divorce was difficult to obtain. But they do not offer solutions to the serious problems that have contributed to the rising divorce rate in the first place. . . . Like it or not, we are witnessing family changes which are an integral part of the wider changes in our society.\textsuperscript{185}

In a recent interview on the subject of covenant marriage and making divorce more difficult, Wallerstein said, “I’m a little worried. In America we tend to rush into things without thinking what their unintended consequences may be. . . . If you make divorce very difficult, you may get higher abandonment. You might get children even less protected economically.”\textsuperscript{186} In another interview, she observed, “I think we have no idea how this is going to affect children, and divorces in situations where parents declare in a public forum what their accusations are against each other will cause a great deal of pain.”\textsuperscript{187}

In an article published, perhaps prophetically, in the Louisiana Law Review, a law professor and advocate of divorce law reform warned “[t]he unprecedented nature of many of the phenomena facing the family law reformer today means that we cannot simply plug in legal devices which worked well in an earlier time and under different conditions.”\textsuperscript{188} Even Lenore Weitzman, who severely criticizes no-fault divorce for causing economic harm to women and children, does not advocate a return to fault.
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We do not have to abandon the nonadversarial aims of the no-fault reforms to accomplish these goals. Nor do we have to return to the charade of the fault-based traditional system. The reformers correctly diagnosed many of the problems in the traditional system and correctly prescribed remedies to alleviate them. . . . This research has shown that the no-fault reforms have generally had a positive effect on the divorce process . . . .

Finally, the American people are ambivalent about changing divorce laws. In a recent Time/CNN poll, fifty percent of those surveyed said that it should be harder for married couples to get a divorce, yet fifty-nine percent said that the government should not make it harder for people to get a divorce.

Rather than attempting to make divorce more difficult, in a yearning for some ideal family of an imaginary past, policy-makers should focus on the cultural and socioeconomic realities that contribute to divorce today. A thorough analysis of these subjects is beyond the scope of this Note, but several areas merit attention. Spouses should be given support for coping with new gender roles and new models of distribution of labor within the household. Economic and educational opportunities should be available to both spouses to provide adequate financial support for the family. Accessible and affordable child care must be available for working parents. Finally, workplace demands and personnel policies should enable spouses to invest in and nurture satisfying marital and family relationships.

C. Goal: Require a Waiting Period Before a No-Fault Divorce Can Be Granted

States should proceed cautiously when considering longer waiting periods preceding divorce. Although it was not included in the original version of the bill, the covenant marriage law passed in Louisiana allows a couple to obtain a divorce from a covenant marriage "after living separate and apart continuously without reconciliation for a period of two years." Under the traditional marriage law in Louisiana, a couple may divorce after a six-month separation. Prior to the transition to no-fault divorce, several states’ divorce laws allowed divorce after lengthy separations. Many of these states reduced the waiting period when no-fault laws were passed.
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One researcher found that states that shortened the separation period required to obtain a divorce experienced a rise in their divorce rates.\textsuperscript{195} From this, he inferred that “longer waiting periods might reduce the number of divorces in a state . . . .”\textsuperscript{196} However, he was careful to point out that it was not clear whether this effect might be the result of longer waiting periods prompting more reconciliations or more out-of-state divorces.\textsuperscript{197}

The theory behind an extensive waiting period is that it gives couples a chance to “cool off,” think carefully about whether they truly want to terminate their marriage, engage in counseling, or attempt reconciliation. Couples can, of course, voluntarily take the time to do all of these things before filing for divorce. State-mandated separation periods can create risks. For instance, some couples may have no interest in taking time to reconsider their decision to divorce, resulting in a new era of migratory divorce.

More devastating is the potential impact of mandatory waiting periods on women and children. Already economically disadvantaged by divorce, women and children may now be faced with enduring a lengthy separation period during which they would not have the benefit of property division or child support payments available upon divorce. Resort to the old familiar devices of abandonment, collusion, and perjury to demonstrate “fault” is inevitable.\textsuperscript{198}

Ironically, the statutory separation requirement itself may thwart reconciliation. Since the statute requires that the couple live apart “continuously without reconciliation”\textsuperscript{1} for two years, couples who wish to preserve their option to divorce may be discouraged from attempting to resume cohabitation or marital relations.

D. Goal: Require Counseling

Louisiana’s covenant marriage law, like covenant marriage bills in other states, requires couples to participate in premarital counseling before getting a marriage license and requires them to seek counseling again before being granted a divorce. Chicago Tribune columnist Clarence Page echoes the reaction of many people in declaring the requirement of premarital counseling, “the best part of the bill.”\textsuperscript{200} In the Time/CNN poll on Americans’ attitudes toward divorce, sixty-four percent of respondents said that couples should be required to take a marriage education course before they can get a marriage license.\textsuperscript{201}

Increasing the availability of premarital counseling or marriage education programs holds promise for strengthening marriage relationships. Even this
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course, however, should be approached with sobriety. Counseling and education programs are not all created equal, and even the best program or therapist cannot reach an unreceptive audience. As Barbara Dafoe Whitehead acknowledged in a recent interview, “[i]t’s impossible to get them to contemplate troubles, adversity, conflict, especially if it’s their first marriage and they are fairly young. It’s not a teachable moment.”

One can imagine the “covenant marriage counseling” shops that might spring up to provide couples with quick, easy counseling sessions, complete with the required signed and notarized attestation, on their way to the clerk of the court’s office for their marriage license. Under those circumstances, the requirement would have little effect. In fact, there is data that shows that premarital counseling does not affect marital outcomes. This study, however, did not distinguish among different types of counseling programs, and the authors themselves cautioned, “the present data do not demonstrate that premarital programs are generally unhelpful; indeed, it is quite likely that some of the couples in these studies participated in highly effective premarital programs.”

Research suggests that professionals should focus on several key factors which have been shown to affect marital quality and stability. Several comprehensive premarital assessment questionnaires are now available and in use by counselors and educators to assist in evaluating couples’ fitness for marriage and in preparing couples for the challenges ahead.

For supporters of premarital counseling, the question of whether counseling should be mandated by the state is still open to debate. For instance, what is the
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consequence if a couple cannot afford the required counseling? Fortunately, a number of programs have been developed voluntarily and are being offered to couples around the country. These programs involve clergy, schools, courts, and other members of the community in seeking to help couples strengthen marriages. A study of one program, PREP: The Prevention and Relationship Enhancement Program, disclosed a lower rate of separation and divorce for couples who had used the program.

Community marriage policies are an exciting example of this trend. Championed by Michael McManus, nationally syndicated columnist and president and co-chairman of the Marriage Savers Institute, community marriage policies involve agreements among churches of all denominations to work together to strengthen marriage. McManus believes that, “it is possible to push down the divorce rate. A number of things do work at every stage of the marital cycle.” Under a community marriage policy, churches require couples to undergo four months of marriage preparation, including the completion of a premarital inventory, before being married in the church. According to McManus, ten percent of couples decide to break their engagement upon seeing the results of their premarital inventory. These couples’ scores typically are within the same range as those of couples whose marriages end in divorce. For couples who go forward with their plans, the church’s commitment does not end with the wedding ceremony. In each church, couples with successful marriages are trained to mentor others.

The first community marriage policy was adopted in Modesto, California in 1986. Today, community marriage policies are in force in seventy-two communities around the country. McManus claims that Modesto’s divorce rate has declined by forty percent, resulting in 1000 fewer divorces each year. In Peoria, Illinois, divorces declined from 1210 divorces in 1991 to 985 in 1996, and Albany, Georgia, and Montgomery, Alabama, each have experienced declines of approximately eleven percent. While churches have been the primary focus of community marriage policies (as McManus points out, seventy-four percent of couples are married in churches), judges and other local officials
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are becoming involved in some communities.\textsuperscript{218} The American Bar Association’s Family Law Section has developed a ten-week marriage education course for junior and senior high school students. Called PARTNERS, the curriculum teaches essential relationship skills and gives students a realistic view of the challenges of marriage before they marry.\textsuperscript{219}

There is also an incentive for businesses to get involved. Marital distress results in decreased productivity and increased absenteeism among employees.\textsuperscript{220} Employer-sponsored marriage education, counseling, or intervention programs are a cost-effective means of enhancing employees’ personal well-being while increasing business profits.\textsuperscript{221}

Counseling also is important at the other end of the marital spectrum, when couples are contemplating or preparing for divorce. In this situation, counseling is emphasized not so much as an attempt to repair the marriage, although that certainly should be encouraged for couples who desire it, but as a critical means of dealing with the negative effects of divorce on children.\textsuperscript{222}

“Every aspect of the children’s lives can be made easier by the parents’ attitudes at the time of the crisis as well as later,” proclaim Wallerstein and Blakeslee.\textsuperscript{223}

At a minimum, the variety of supports and services for divorcing families needs to be expanded in scope and over time. These families need education at the time of the divorce about the special problems created by their decision. They need help in making decisions about living arrangements, visiting schedules, and sole or joint custody. And they need help in implementing these decisions over many years—and in modifying them as the children grow and the family changes. Divorcing families need universally available mediation services. They also need specialized counseling over the long haul in those cases where the children are at clear risk, where the parents are still locked in bitter disputes, and where there has been family violence.\textsuperscript{224}

In particular, parents should be counseled against interfering in their son’s or daughter’s relationship with the other parent.\textsuperscript{225} The children themselves should be offered professional support and guidance, either in the community or through school-based support services.\textsuperscript{226}
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E. Goal: Improve the Economics for Women and Children

Covenant marriage legislation does nothing to address the financial status of women and children. The legislation makes no revisions in the determination of property division, child support, or spousal support. The goal of covenant marriage is to improve the standard of living of women and children by keeping them in the same household with their husbands and fathers. But when divorce occurs, women and children will still suffer financially. Covenant marriage legislation may increase the financial burden by requiring costly litigation to establish fault or by subjecting families to a prolonged waiting period before a divorce can be granted.

Lenore Weitzman may have overstated the gender gap between husbands and wives and their post-divorce finances, but a gender gap still exists. No-fault divorce did not create this circumstance, so the solution does not lie in a return to fault grounds for divorce. Weitzman suggests several responses, tailored toward the particular circumstances of the divorcing wives and their children.

First, child support awards should be designed to equalize the standards of living between the custodial and non-custodial households, should include automatic cost-of-living adjustments, and must be enforced. The custodial parent of minor children should be allowed to maintain the family home, and college-age dependent children should be provided with support to complete their education. Glendon argues for a “children-first principle,” in which the first priority for distribution of family property upon divorce would be to secure the welfare of the couple’s children. Weitzman also suggests clear standards for custody awards so that custody is not used as a bargaining chip in financial negotiations. Second, according to Weitzman, long-married older housewives should be entitled to permanent support at a level sufficient to maintain the same standard of living as their former husbands. Third, custodial parents should be given the family home, support aimed at maintaining the same standard of living as their former spouse, and generous resources in the years immediately following divorce to allow them to invest in education, training, and career counseling to maximize their long-term employment prospects. Fourth, middle-aged women who have foregone career opportunities in order to raise children should be awarded an equal share of the marital partnership, including the husband’s career assets and enhanced earning capacity; training, counseling, and education if necessary to begin, resume, or upgrade employment; and
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compensation for lost career opportunities. This latter element is emphasized in another recent treatise on the economics of divorce, in which it is suggested that courts should recognize the decrease in value of the human capital of the spouse who invests directly in the other’s career or in the assets of the marriage.

CONCLUSION

Those who talk most about the blessings of marriage and the constancy of its vows are the very people who declare that if the chain were broken and the prisoners left free to choose, the whole social fabric would fly asunder. You cannot have the argument both ways. If the prisoner is happy, why lock him in? If he is not, why pretend that he is?

Covenant marriage legislation will fail at its intended purpose, because legal restrictions on divorce do not create healthier families. In an historical refrain, divorce reformers again are decrying the high divorce rate and seeking to rewrite the states’ divorce laws in order to save the family. Covenant marriage, whose primary feature is a limitation on the grounds for divorce, is one current initiative. Covenant marriage is not a new approach to the problem; it is merely the ghost of a system that was declared dead three decades ago. Covenant marriage’s reinstatement of fault grounds for divorce will return the divorce process to a system of perjury, collusion, and abandonment without addressing the underlying causes or effects of marital breakdown. History has taught that divorce laws in America have little impact on the rate of divorce and that more restrictive divorce laws do not keep couples together when they want to be apart. Social changes impact divorce laws; divorce laws do not effect social change.

There are alternatives, however, if policy-makers are serious about addressing the negative consequences of marital breakdown. Premarital counseling and marital education could encourage couples to consider the challenges of marriage, potentially preventing troubled marriages before they begin. However, legislatively mandated premarital counseling may not be the
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answer. Premarital counseling is likely to be most effective for couples who are motivated by a genuine, sincere desire to explore their readiness for marriage. Counseling perceived as simply one more legal requirement to be completed before the wedding ceremony may have little impact. Religious organizations, schools, family law practitioners, political leaders, government organizations, friends and family can use their influence to encourage couples to engage in voluntary premarital counseling or education before the flowers are ordered and the invitations are mailed.  

These same people and institutions should encourage married couples contemplating divorce to seek counseling for the sake of their children.  

State legislators should review and amend laws governing financial support upon divorce. Where the effect of current law is to disadvantage children economically because of their parents’ decision to divorce, statutes should be revised and child support orders enforced.  

Covenant marriage is good public relations but bad public policy. Making divorce more difficult will not make marriage stronger or the divorce rate lower, as history has already shown. Returning to fault-based divorce will provide a quick reminder of why that system was abandoned a generation ago. Those who are serious about addressing the problems of marital disruption should focus their attention on the institutions that influence couples’ personal choices, both at the time of marriage and at the time of divorce, and on the support we provide for children when their parents cannot live together anymore.  
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